Diffusion MRI for prediction of response of rectal cancer to chemoradiation.
Prediction of tumour response before onset of treatment could have considerable clinical benefit. Since the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of a tumour's water content can show the extent of necrosis, we looked for a possible correlation of ADC with response to treatment. We measured mean tumour water ADC before and after chemotherapy and chemoradiation in 14 patients with locally advanced rectal cancer, with a quantitative magnetic resonance diffusion imaging sequence. We found a strong negative correlation between mean pretreatment tumour water ADC and percentage size change of tumours after chemotherapy (r=-0.67, p=0.01) and chemoradiation (r=-0.83, p=0.001). Persistence of low ADC in responders after chemotherapy could represent loss of a non-viable fraction of the treated tumour.